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 2 

       Chapter 2 3 

Technique of Fire 4 

Section 1. Introduction 5 
2101. General 6 
 7 
When squad members have completed individual marksmanship training, and before they 8 
commence combat firing in tactical problems, they must learn the techniques of rifle, automatic 9 
rifle, and grenade launcher fire. Technique of fire refers to the application and control of the 10 
combined fire of a fire unit. A fire unit is a group of men whose combined fire is under the direct 11 
and effective control of a leader. The fire units discussed in this manual are the Marine rifle 12 
squad and its fire teams. 13 
 14 
2102. Training 15 
 16 
The steps in technique of fire training and the sequence in which they are given are listed below. 17 
Detailed information can be found in MCRP 3-01A, Rifle Marksmanship and MCWP 3-15.1, 18 
Machine Guns and Machine Gunnery.  19 
 20 
 a. Target detection.  21 
 b. Field firing positions.  22 
 c. Range estimation.  23 
 d. Rifle and automatic rifle fire and its effect.  24 
 e. Grenade launcher fire and its effect.  25 
 f. Fire commands.  26 
 g. Application of fire.  27 
 h. Field target firing. 28 
 29 
Section II. Range Determination 30 
 31 
2201. Importance and Methods 32 
 33 
Range determination is a process of finding out the approximate distance from an observer to a 34 
target or any distant object. Accurate range determination allows the squad members to set their 35 
sights correctly and place effective fire on enemy targets. Three methods of determining ranges 36 
are estimation by eye, the five-degree method, and observation of fire. 37 
 38 
2202. Estimation by Eye 39 
 40 
There are two methods used in estimating range by eye: the mental unit of measure and the 41 
appearance of objects. With training and practice, accurate ranges can be determined and a high 42 
volume of surprise fire can be delivered on the enemy. 43 
 44 
 45 
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 1 
 a. Mental Unit of Measure 2 
 3 
  (1) To use the mental unit of measure, the Marine visualizes a 100meter distance,    or any other 4 
unit of measure familiar to him. With this unit in mind, he mentally    determines how many of 5 
these units there are between his position and the target.    (See fig. 2-1.) In training, mental 6 
estimates should be checked by pacing off the    distance. The average man takes about 130 steps 7 
per 100 meters. 8 
 9 
  (2) Distances beyond 500 meters can most accurately be estimated by selecting a    halfway point, 10 
estimating the range to this halfway point, then doubling it.    (See fig. 2-1.) 11 
 12 

Figure 2-1 13 
For Ranges Over 500 Meters Select The Halfway 14 

Point.  Estimate The Range To That Point, Then Multiply This Estimate By Two. 15 
 16 
b. Appearance of Objects.  17 
 18 
When there are hills, woods, or other obstacles between the observer and target or where most of 19 
the ground is hidden from view, it is impractical to apply the mental unit of measure to determine 20 
range. In such cases, another method, based on appearance of objects, may be used. Through 21 
practice, the Marine learns how objects familiar to him appear at various known ranges. For 22 
example, watch a man when he is standing 100 meters away. Fix the appearance of his size and 23 
the details of his features and equipment firmly in mind. Watch him in the kneeling position, then 24 
in the prone position. By comparing the appearance of a man at 100, 200, 300, and 500 meters, a 25 
series of mental pictures is established. When time and conditions permit, accuracy can be 26 
improved by averaging a number of estimates by different men to determine the range.  27 
 28 
 29 
2203. Five-Degree Method 30 
 31 
If time and tactical conditions permit, a relatively accurate method of determining range is the 32 
five-degree method. All that is required is a lensatic compass and the knowledge of how to pace 33 
off distances. 34 
 35 
 a. Select and mark a start point. 36 
 37 
 b. From the start point, shoot an azimuth to the object (target point) to which you are   trying to 38 
determine the range. Note the azimuth. 39 
 40 
 c. Standing at the start point, turn right (or left) until the reading on the compass is 90   degrees 41 
greater (or less) than the azimuth to the target point. 42 
 43 
 d. Walk at a right angle to the line between the start point and the target point; stop   periodically 44 
to shoot an azimuth to the target point. 45 
 46 
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 e. When the compass shows a difference of five degrees from the original start point to   target 1 
point azimuth, turn back toward the start point. It is critical that the reading of the   compass be 2 
precise. 3 
 4 
 f. Walk back toward the start point using a 36 to 40inch pace (approximately one meter);   count 5 
the number of paces to the start point. 6 
 7 
 8 
 g. When you reach the start point, multiply the number of paces you counted by eleven.   For 9 
example, if you counted 100 paces, multiply 100 by 11. The range to the object is   approximately 10 
1100 meters. (See fig. 2-2.) 11 

 12 
Figure 2-2 Five-Degree Method Range Determination 13 

 14 
2204. Observation of Fire 15 
 16 
Accurate range determination can be made by observing the strike of tracer or ball ammunition. 17 
An observer is necessary because it is difficult for a rifleman to follow his own tracer and see its 18 
impact. If this method is used, the range may be estimated quickly and accurately, but  19 
 20 
the possibility of achieving surprise is lost and the firing position may be revealed to the enemy. 21 
This procedure requires that-- 22 
 23 
 a. The Marine firing estimates the range by eye, sets his sight for that range, and fires. 24 
 25 
 b. The observer follows the path of the tracer and notes the impact of the round. 26 
 27 
c. The observer calls out sight corrections in clicks of elevation and wind age necessary to    hit 28 
the target. 29 
 30 
d. The Marine firing makes sight corrections, and continues to fire and make corrections       until 31 
a hit on the target is observed. The observer keeps track of the number of clicks of   elevation 32 
made in getting the round onto the target. 33 
 34 
e. The final sight setting to hit the target (with consideration to the zero of the rifle) indicates the 35 
range to the target. The Marine firing announces the range by voice or signal. 36 
 37 
Section III. Rifle and Automatic Rifle Fire and Its Effect 38 
 39 
2301. General 40 
 41 
Rifle and automatic rifle fire and its effect comprise the second step in technique of fire training. 42 
A knowledge of what the bullet does while it is in flight and an understanding of the effects of 43 
fire on the enemy can assist the rifleman or automatic rifleman in obtaining maximum 44 
effectiveness. 45 
 46 
2302. Trajectory 47 
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 1 
Trajectory is the path of a bullet in its flight through the air. The trajectory is almost flat at short 2 
ranges, but as range increases, the height of the trajectory increases. (See fig. 2-3.)  3 
 4 

Figure 2-3 Diagram Showing Maximum Ordinate (H) of Trajectory 5 
 6 
 7 

The space between the rifle and the target, in which the trajectory does not rise above the height 8 
of an average man (68 inches), is called the danger space (. fig. 2-4.) A bullet fired from the rifle 9 
at ground level (prone) at a target located at relatively short-range gives continuous danger space, 10 
providing the ground is level or slopes uniformly. At greater ranges, only parts of the space 11 
between the rifle and the target are danger space because the trajectory of the bullet rises above 12 
the head of a man of average height. When the trajectory of the bullet does rise above the head of 13 
an average man, this is called dead space. 14 
 15 

Figure 2-4. Danger Space/Dead Space. 16 
 17 
 18 
2303. Cone of Fire 19 
 20 
Each bullet fired from a rifle at the same target follows a slightly different path or trajectory 21 
through the air. The small differences in trajectories are caused by slight variations in aiming, 22 
holding, trigger squeeze, powder charge, wind, or atmosphere. As the bullets leave the muzzle of  23 
a weapon, their trajectories form a cone shaped pattern known as the cone of fire. (See fig. 2-5.) 24 
 25 

Figure 2-5. Cone of Fire and Beaten Zone. 26 
 27 

 28 
2304. Beaten Zone 29 
 30 
The cone of fire striking a horizontal target forms a beaten zone that is long and narrow in shape. 31 
Beaten zones on horizontal targets vary in length. As range increases, the length of the beaten 32 
zone decreases. The slope of the ground affects the size and shape of the beaten zone. Rising 33 
ground shortens the beaten zone; ground sloping downward at an angle less than the curve of the 34 
trajectories lengthens the beaten zone. Ground that falls off at an angle greater than the fall of the 35 
bullets will not be hit and is said to be in defilade. 36 
 37 
2305. Classes of Fire 38 
 39 
Rifle fire is classified both with respect to the target (direction) and with respect to the ground. 40 
 41 
 a. Fire With Respect to the Target. (See figs. 2-6 and 2-7.) 42 
 43 
    (1) Frontal Fires. Fires delivered perpendicular to the front of a target. 44 
 45 
  (2) Flanking Fires. Fires delivered against the flank of a target. 46 
 47 
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  (3) Enfilade Fire. Fire delivered so that the long axis of the beaten zone coincides 1 
 or nearly coincides with the long axis of the target. Enfilade fire may be either   2 
 flanking or frontal. 3 

 4 
 b. Fire With Respect to the Ground. (See fig. 2-8.) 5 
 6 

 (1) Grazing Fires. Grazing fires do not rise above the height of a standing man.   7 
 Rifle fire from the prone position may provide grazing fire at ranges up to 600   8 
 meters over level or uniformly sloping ground. 9 

 10 
  (2) Plunging Fires. Plunging fires strike the ground at a high angle so that the      11 

 danger space is practically confined to. the beaten zone and the length of the     12 
  beaten zone is shortened. Fire at longer ranges becomes increasingly plunging   13 

 because the angle of fall of the bullets becomes greater. Fire from high ground to   14 
 a target on low ground may be plunging fire. Fire into abruptly rising ground   15 
 causes plunging fire at the point of impact. 16 

 17 
  (3) Overhead Fires. Overhead fires are delivered over the heads of friendly   18 

 troops. Rifle fire is considered safe when the ground protects the friendly troops   19 
 to the front or if they are in position at a sufficient distance below the line of fire. 20 

 21 
2306. Effect of Rifle Fire 22 
 23 
The best effects from rifle fire are obtained when the squad is close to the enemy. The squad 24 
should use cover and concealment offered by terrain and take advantage of the supporting fires of 25 
machine guns, mortars, and artillery to advance as near to the enemy as possible before opening 26 
fire.  27 
 28 
Normally, it should not open fire at ranges greater than 550 meters, the maximum effective range 29 
of the rifle for individual/point targets. Under favorable conditions, the rifle may be used against 30 
enemy groups at ranges between 550 and 800 meters.  The SAW can be used to engage 31 
individual/point targets out to 800 meters and area targets out to 1000 meters. 32 
 33 
The area in which the enemy is located can usually be determined by the sound of his firing. 34 
Troops may distribute continuous fire in width and depth to cover the entire area, causing the 35 
enemy to keep his head down and making his fire ineffective. 36 
 37 
2307. Rates of Fire 38 
 39 
The rates of fire of squad weapons combine to form the firepower of the squad. Weapons 40 
employment and squad firepower are not determined by how fast Marines can fire their weapons 41 
but how fast they can fire accurately. The squad or fire team leader must be able to control the 42 
rate and effect of his men's fire, otherwise, ammunition is wasted. 43 
 44 
The rate of fire for weapons is expressed in rounds per minute (RPM). The following rates of fire 45 
apply to the weapons of the rifle squad. 46 
 47 
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 a. Average Rate. This term refers to the average rate of aimed fire a Marine can deliver  1 
 with a semiautomatic rifle or with an M203 grenade launcher. The following average  2 
 rates apply to squad weapons: 3 
 4 
   · M16: 10 to 12 RPM. 5 
 6 
   · M203: 5 to 7 RPM. 7 
 8 
 b. Sustained Rate. This term applies to automatic rifles and machine guns. It is the actual 9 
 rate of well directed fire a weapon can deliver for an indefinite length of time without  10 
 causing a stoppage or malfunction due to overheating. The sustained rate for the SAW is  11 
 85 RPM. 12 
 13 
 c. Rapid Rate. This term applies to automatic rifles and machine guns. It is the maximum 14 
 amount of controlled fire which can be delivered on target for a short period of time  15 
 (usually not more than two minutes) without causing a stoppage or malfunction due to  16 
 overheating. The rapid rate for the SAW is 200 RPM. 17 
 18 
Section IV. M203 Grenade Launcher 19 
 20 
2401. General 21 
 22 
The fire team leader/grenadier carries a weapon that is both rifle and grenade launcher, and he 23 
can use either or both as the situation dictates. In order for him to best employ the M203 portion 24 
of the weapon, he must understand the trajectory of the rounds, methods of firing, and effects of 25 
the rounds. The M203 is a primary method for achieving the combined arms effect. 26 
 27 
2402. Employment 28 
 29 
 a. Offense. The fire team leader/grenadier employs the grenade launcher in the offense to  30 
 suppress groups of enemy personnel and to provide close fire support in the assault in  31 
 conjunction with, and to supplement, other supporting fires. 32 
 33 
 (1) The fire team leader/grenadier personally selects targets and delivers the fires         of the 34 

grenade launcher during the attack. In the last 35 meters of the assault,    when the fires of 35 
the grenade launcher may endanger friendly assaulting troops on    the objective, the fire 36 
team leader/grenadier employs the multi projectile antipersonnel round. The multi 37 
projectile round can be fired from the assault skirmish line without endangering the other 38 
assaulting Marines. The fire team leader/grenadier can fire high explosive rounds at 39 
targets which are far enough away so that the exploding HE round will not endanger the 40 
assaulting squad. (HE rounds require an arming distance of approximately 30 meters.) 41 

 42 
 (2) During the assault, the fire team leader/grenadier may employ his rifle until    suitable 43 

targets appear or until he has time to reload the M203. Suitable M203    targets are enemy 44 
automatic rifle positions, machine gun positions, and other crew    served weapons within 45 
the fire team sector. This method of employment is used when a heavy volume of fire is 46 
needed. 47 
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 1 
 b. Defense. In the defense the fire team leader/grenadier's firing position should enable  2 
 him to control his fire team and deliver grenade launcher fires over the entire fire team  3 
 sector of fire. Primary and supplementary positions are prepared which provide maximum 4 
 cover and concealment consistent with the assigned mission. Extreme care must be taken  5 
 to ensure that fields of fire are cleared of obstructions that might cause premature  6 
 detonation of the projectile. As the enemy approaches the defensive position, he is  7 
 subjected to an ever-increasing volume of fire. Initially, the fire team leader/grenadier  8 
 should use the rifle portion of the weapon. As the enemy gets nearer to friendly positions,  9 
 he should use the grenade launcher. He will fire on enemy automatic weapons and enemy  10 
 troops who are in defilade. This will silence an enemy base of fire and cause enemy  11 
 troops  to leave covered positions so the automatic riflemen can engage them, thereby  12 
 achieving combined arms effects. 13 
 14 
2403. Trajectory 15 
The grenade launcher, at ranges up to 150 meters, has a trajectory that is relatively flat; thus, the 16 
grenade launcher is fired from the shoulder in the normal manner. As the range increases, the 17 
height of the trajectory and the time of flight of the projectile increase. 18 
 19 
2404. Firing Positions 20 
 21 
 a. The most commonly used firing positions are the prone, kneeling, fighting hole, and  22 
 standing positions. Supported positions add stability to the weapon and should be used  23 
 whenever possible; however, the fire team leader/grenadier must ensure that no part of the 24 
 launcher touches the support. 25 
 26 
 b. There are two methods for holding the weapon: 27 
 28 
  (1) The left hand grips the magazine of the M16 rifle with the left index finger   29 

 positioned in the trigger guard of the M203, while the right hand grips the pistol   30 
 grip. 31 

 32 
  (2) The right hand grips the magazine of the M16 rifle with the right index finger   33 

 positioned in the trigger guard of the M203, while the left hand grasps the 34 
handgrip of the barrel assembly. (See fig 2-9.) 35 

 36 
 37 
2405. Methods of Firing 38 
 39 
 40 
 41 
 a. Aimed Fire. At ranges up to 150 meters, the grenade launcher can be fired from the  42 
 shoulder in the normal manner from all positions using the sight leaf of the quadrant  43 
 sight. However, to maintain sight alignment at ranges greater than 150 meters, the  44 
 following adjustments are required: 45 
  (1) Use the quadrant sight at ranges in excess of 200 meters. 46 
 47 
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  (2) In the modified prone position, the position of the butt of the rifle depends on   1 
 the configuration of the shooter's body, the position of the shooter's hand on the   2 
 weapon, and the range to the target. 3 

 4 
  (3) In other firing positions, lower the stock to an underarm position in order to   5 

 maintain sight alignment. 6 
 7 
 b. Pointing Technique. The pointing technique is used to deliver a high rate of fire on  8 
 area targets. Although the sights are not used in the pointing technique, the shooter must  9 
 first be proficient in sighting and aiming, using the sight leaf and quadrant sight. He uses  10 
 a modified underarm firing position, which enables him to use his left hand for rapid  11 
 reloading. Although the pointing technique can be used by modifying any standard firing  12 
 position, it is most frequently used during the assault. ( See fig. 2-10) 13 
 14 
2406. Effect of Grenade Launcher Fire 15 
 16 
The high explosive grenade has an effective casualty radius of 5 meters. The effective casualty 17 
radius is defined as the radius of a circle about the point of detonation in which it may be 18 
expected that 50 percent of exposed troops will become casualties. 19 
 20 
 21 
Section V. Fire Commands 22 
 23 
2501. Purpose and Importance 24 
 25 
Since enemy troops are trained in the use of cover and concealment, targets are often indistinct or 26 
invisible, seen only for a short time, and rarely remain uncovered for long. When a target is 27 
discovered leaders and squad members must define its location rapidly and clearly. Squad 28 
members are trained to identify the target area quickly and accurately and to place a high volume 29 
of fire on it even though no enemy personnel may be visible. A small point target like an enemy  30 
sniper might be assigned to only one or two riflemen, while a target of considerable width like an 31 
enemy skirmish line requires the combined fires of the entire squad. As an aid in designating 32 
various types of targets, all members of the squad must become familiar with the topographical 33 
terms frequently used in designating targets; e.g., crest, hill, cut, fill, ridge, bluff, ravine, 34 
crossroads, road junction, and skyline. (See fig. 2-11.) When the squad or fire team leader has 35 
made a decision to fire on a target, he gives certain instructions as to how the target is to be 36 
engaged. These instructions form the fire command. The leader directs and controls the fire of his 37 
fire unit by fire commands. With well-developed SOPs, voice commands can be supplemented 38 
by other methods of control such as use of tracers. In the attack, control is achieved by using 39 
whatever methods work for the unit leader. 40 
 41 
2502. Elements 42 
 43 
A fire command contains six basic elements that are always announced or implied. Fire 44 
commands for all weapons follow a similar order and include similar elements. Only essential 45 
elements are included. The six elements (ADDRAC) of the fire command are: 46 
 47 
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 Alert. 1 
 Direction. 2 
 Target Description. 3 
 Range. 4 
 Target Assignment. 5 
 Fire Control 6 
 7 
2503. Alert 8 
 9 
This element alerts the fire unit to be ready to receive further information. It may also tell who is 10 
to fire. Usually, it is an oral command, SQUAD or FIRE TEAM. The leader may alert only a few 11 
individuals by calling them by name. The alert may also be given by signals, personal contact, or 12 
by any other method the situation may indicate. 13 
 14 
2504. Direction 15 
 16 
The direction element tells which way to look to see the target. The direction of the target may be 17 
indicated in one of the following ways: 18 
 19 
 a. Orally. The general direction to the target may be given orally and should indicate the  20 
 direction to the target from the unit. Figure 2-12 shows the general directions used to  21 
 indicate direction orally; for example, RIGHT FRONT. 22 
 23 
 b. Tracer Ammunition 24 

(1) Tracer ammunition is a quick and sure way to indicate is the most accurate    method of   25 
pinpointing targets. Whenever possible, the leader should give the general direction orally 26 
This will direct the squad’s attention to the desired area; for example: 27 

 28 
      FRONT. 29 
 30 
      WATCH MY TRACER. 31 
 32 
      (Fire 1st round) RIGHT FLANK (of the target). 33 
 34 
      (Fire 2d round) LEFT FLANK (of the target). 35 
 36 
 (2) Firing tracer ammunition to designated targets may give away the Marine's position  37 
 and it will most certainly alert the enemy and reduce the advantage of surprise. To  38 
 minimize the loss of surprise, the leader may wait until all other elements of the fire  39 
 command are given before firing his tracer. In this case, the firing of the tracer can be the  40 
 signal to commence firing. 41 
 42 
 c. Reference Points 43 
 44 
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  (1) To help the members of the fire unit locate indistinct targets, the leader may   1 
 use reference points to give direction to the target. He selects a reference point   2 
 that is near the target and easy to recognize. 3 

 4 
  (2) When using a reference point, the word REFERENCE in describing the   5 

 reference point and the word TARGET in describing the target are used. This   6 
 prevents the members of the fire unit from confusing the two; for example: 7 

 8 
      SQUAD.  9 

      FRONT.  10 

      REFERENCE: ROCK PILE IN DRAW.  11 

      TARGET: SNIPER IN FIRST TREE TO THE RIGHT, ONE. FIVE ZERO. 12 

 13 
  (3) When using a reference point, the direction refers to the reference point, but   14 

 the range is the range to the target. 15 
 16 
  (4) Sometimes a target can best be located by using successive reference points;   17 

 for example: 18 
 19 
      FIRST TEAM. 20 

      REFERENCE: STONE HOUSE. RIGHT OF STONE HOUSE, SMALL        21 

SHED. 22 

      TARGET: MACHINE GUN IN FIRST HAYSTACK RIGHT OF SHED,        23 
TWO FIVE ZERO. 24 

 25 
 d. Finger Measurement 26 
 27 
 (1) Distances across the front, known as lateral distances, are difficult to estimate in terms 28 
 of meters. To measure the distance right or left of a reference point, or to measure the  29 
 width of a target from one flank to another, finger measurements may be used. 30 
 31 
 (2) The method of using finger measurements is as follows: 32 
 33 
  (a) Hold the hand at arm's length directly in front of your face, palm facing away   34 

 from you, index finger pointing upward. 35 
 36 
  (b) Close one eye. 37 
 38 
  (c) Select a reference point. 39 
 40 
  (d) Place one finger between the reference point and the target and then fill that   41 

 space by raising more fingers until the space is covered. 42 
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 1 
 (3) An example of the use of finger measurement is as follows: 2 
 3 
     SQUAD. 4 
 5 
     FRONT. 6 
 7 
     REFERENCE: TALL TREE AT EDGE OF HEDGEROW, RIGHT TWO FINGERS. 8 
 9 
     TARGET: MACHINE GUN. THREE HUNDRED. 10 
 11 
2505. Target Description 12 
 13 
The third element of the fire command is a brief and accurate description of the target. 14 
 15 
2506. Range 16 
 17 
Range gives the information needed to set the sight or to adjust the point of aim. The word 18 
RANGE is not used. Examples of range are ONE SEVEN FIVE, TWO FIVE ZERO, or 19 
FOUR HUNDRED. 20 
 21 
2507. Target Assignment 22 
 23 
The target assignment element tells who is to fire on the target and is broken down into two sub 24 
elements as follows. 25 
 26 
 a. First, the squad leader prescribes whether the entire squad will fire on the target or  27 
 whether only one or two fire teams will fire. If the unit to fire is the same as announced in 28 
 the alert element, it may be omitted from the target assignment element. When the squad  29 
 leader intends to alert the entire unit, but plans to use only one or two fire teams to fire on 30 
 a target, the target assignment element is included. 31 

 32 
 b. The squad leader also uses this element to determine what weapons will be fired and  33 
 the rate of fire for the automatic rifle. Rifles and, when fired, the M203 always fire at the  34 
 average rate. Fire team leaders normally do not fire their rifles unless it is absolutely  35 
 necessary. Instead, they direct the fires of the members of their fire team on various  36 

targets within the assigned sector of fire and remain ready to transmit subsequent   37 
 fire commands from the squad leader to their fire team.  The following rules apply: 38 
 39 
  (1) Automatic Riflemen. If the squad leader wants the automatic rifles fired at   40 

 the rapid rate he commands RAPID. If the command RAPID is not given,   41 
 automatic rifles are fired at the sustained rate. In response to the command  42 

 43 
 44 
  RAPID, the automatic riflemen fire initially at the rapid rate for two minutes and   45 

 then change to the sustained rate. This prevents the weapon from overheating. 46 
 47 
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  (2) Fire Team Leader Grenadier. If the squad leader desires grenade launcher   1 
 fire, he commands GRENADIER. If the command GRENADIER is not given,   2 
 the fire team leaders/grenadiers do not normally fire their rifles. 3 

 4 
 c. In the following examples of the target assignment element, let us assume that in the  5 
 alert element, the command SQUAD was given. 6 
 7 
  (1) If the target assignment element is omitted completely, all three fire teams 8 

prepare to fire as follows: 9 
 10 
      (a) Riflemen and assistant automatic riflemen fire their rifles at the average              11 

rate. 12 
 13 
      (b) Automatic riflemen fire their weapons at the sustained rate. 14 
 15 
  (2) GRENADIER; RAPID. All fire teams prepare to fire as follows: 16 
 17 
      (a) Riflemen, and assistant automatic riflemen prepare to fire their rifles at the             18 

average rate. 19 
 20 
      (b) Fire team leaders/grenadiers prepare to fire their M203s at the average rate. 21 
 22 
      (c) Automatic riflemen prepare to fire their weapons at the rapid rate. 23 
 24 

 (3) FIRST TEAM; GRENADIER; RAPID. The first fire team prepares to fire         25 
as follows: 26 

 27 
      (a) Riflemen and assistant automatic riflemen fire their rifles at the average              28 

rate. 29 
 30 
       (b) Fire team leaders/grenadiers fire their M203s at the average rate. 31 
 32 
      (c) Automatic riflemen fire their weapons at the rapid rate. 33 
 34 
2508. Fire Control 35 
 36 
The fire control element consists of a command or signal to open fire. If surprise fire is not 37 
required, the command, COMMENCE FIRING normally is given without a pause as the last 38 
element of the fire command. When the leader wants all his weapons to open fire at once in order 39 
to achieve maximum surprise and shock effect, he will say, AT MY COMMAND or ON MY 40 
SIGNAL. When all men are ready, the leader gives the command or signal to commence firing. 41 
 42 
2509. Signals 43 
Since oral commands are likely at times to be unheard because of battle noise, it is essential that 44 
the members of fire units also understand visual and other signals. These signals must be used 45 
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constantly in training. Standard arm and hand signals applicable to fire commands are described 1 
in chapter 3. 2 
 3 
2510. Delivery of Fire Commands 4 
Examples of complete fire commands are as follows: 5 
 6 
 a. In this example, the squad leader wants to place a heavy volume of surprise rifle and  7 
 automatic rifle (sustained rate) fire of his entire squad on an easily recognized target: 8 
     SQUAD.  9 

     FRONT.  10 

     TROOPS.  11 

     THREE HUNDRED. 12 

     AT MY SIGNAL. 13 

 b. In this example, the squad leader desires to designate the target to his entire squad, but  14 
 wants only the second fire team to engage it. He desires M203 fire on the target and the  15 
 automatic rifleman to fire at the rapid rate. Because the target is indistinct, he uses  16 
 reference point. 17 
 18 
     SQUAD.  19 

     RIGHT FRONT.  20 

     REFERENCE: STONE HOUSE, RIGHT TWO FINGERS.  21 

     TARGET: MACHINE GUN TWO FIVE ZERO.  22 

     SECOND TEAM; GRENADIER; RAPID.  23 

     COMMENCE FIRING. 24 

2511. Subsequent Fire Commands 25 
 26 
A subsequent fire command is used by the squad leader to change an element of his initial 27 
command or to cease-fire. 28 
 29 
 a. To change an element of the initial command, the squad leader gives the alert and then  30 
 announces the element he desires to change. Normally, the elements that will require  31 
 changing are the target assignment and/or the fire control. The following example  32 
 illustrates the use of a subsequent fire command. 33 
 34 
  (1) In the following initial fire command the squad leader alerts his entire squad   35 
 but only assigns one fire team to engage the target with rifle and automatic rifle    (sustained 36 
rate) fire: 37 
 38 
      SQUAD. 39 

      FRONT.  40 
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      TROOPS.  1 

      THREE HUNDRED. 2 

      SECOND TEAM.  3 

      COMMENCE FIRING. 4 

 5 
  (2) The squad leader now desires the entire squad to fire on the target, fire team   6 

 leaders/grenadiers to fire their M203s, and automatic riflemen to fire at the rapid   7 
 rate. Note that the squad leader does not repeat SQUAD in the target assignment   8 
 since he alerted the entire squad and wants the entire squad to fire. The squad   9 
 leader's subsequent command will be as follows: 10 

 11 
      SQUAD.  12 
      GRENADIER; RAPID.  13 
      COMMENCE FIRING. 14 
 15 
 b. To have the squad cease fire, the squad leader simply commands, CEASE FIRE. 16 
 17 
 c. In issuing subsequent fire commands, the squad leader must keep in mind that in most  18 
 cases the noise of the battlefield will prevent the squad members from hearing him. In  19 
 most cases the squad leader will pass subsequent fire commands through the fire team  20 
 leaders. It is for this reason that fire team leaders do not normally fire their rifles but  21 
 remain attentive to the directions of the squad leader. 22 
 23 
Section Vl. Application of Fire 24 
 25 
2601. General 26 
 27 
The potential firepower of the 13-man squad with all members firing is conservatively estimated 28 
at 400 well-aimed rifle and automatic rifle shots or 370 well aimed rifle and automatic rifle shots 29 
and 15 rounds from the grenade launchers per minute. The following terms are used when 30 
discussing application of fire. 31 
 32 
 a. Suppress.  Fires placed in the vicinity of an enemy unit or individual that allows a  33 
 friendly unit to move/manuever to a position of advantage. 34 
 35 
 b. Neutralize. To render enemy personnel incapable of interfering with a particular  36 
 operation. 37 
 38 
 c. Fire Support. Fire delivered by a unit to assist or protect another unit in combat. 39 
 40 
 d. Target of Opportunity. A target which appears in combat, within range, and against  41 
 which fire has not been planned. 42 
 43 
2602. Types of Unit Fire 44 
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 1 
 a. General 2 
  (1) The size and nature of a target may call for the firepower of the entire fire unit   3 

 or only parts of it. The type of target suggests the type of unit fire to be employed   4 
 against it. The squad leader receives his orders from the platoon leader who   5 
 usually designates a specific target or targets. It is usually desirable for each squad 6 
 to cover the entire platoon target to ensure adequate coverage. 7 

 8 
  (2) A fire team distributes its fire as designated by the squad leader. Normally, the 9 
  squad leader orders a fire team leader to limit the fire of his team to a sector of the 10 
  squad target, to engage a separate target, or to shift to a target of opportunity. 11 
 12 
 b. Concentrated Fire. Concentrated fire is fire delivered from a deployed unit at a single  13 
 point target. A large volume of fire delivered at the target from different directions, causes 14 
 the beaten zones of the various weapons to meet and overlap giving maximum coverage  15 
 of the target. An enemy automatic weapon that has gained fire superiority over an element 16 
 of a particular unit, can often be neutralized by concentrated fire from the 17 
 remaining elements, which are not under direct fire. (See fig. 2-13). 18 
 19 
 c. Distributed Fire 20 
 21 
  (1) Distributed fire is fire spread in width and/or depth to keep all parts of the   22 

 target under fire. Each rifleman and assistant automatic rifleman fires his first shot 23 
 on that portion of the target that corresponds to his position in the squad. He then   24 
 distributes his remaining shots over the remainder of the target, covering that   25 
 portion of the target on which he can deliver accurate fire without changing his   26 
 position. (See fig. 2-14.) 27 

 28 
  (2) The fire team leader/grenadier fires the first round from his grenade launcher         29 

 at the center of the mass of the target. He then distributes grenades over the          30 
 remaining target area. 31 

 32 
  (3) In the attack, the automatic rifleman suppresses the enemy targets in order to   33 

 allow members of the squad to move. In the defense, the automatic riflemen cover 34 
 their respective fire team's sector of fire. 35 

 36 
 (4) Distributed fire permits fire unit leaders to place the fire of their units on target 37 
 so that the enemy, whether visible or not, is kept under fire. Distributed fire is the   38 
 quickest and most effective method of ensuring that all parts of the target are   39 
 brought under fire. (See fig. 2-15.) When it becomes necessary to engage other   40 
 targets, the squad leader shifts the fire of one or two fire teams as required. 41 

 42 
 d. Combinations of Concentrated and Distributed Fire. The fire team organization of  43 
 the Marine rifle squad permits the squad leader to combine both concentrated and  ̀44 
 distributed fire in engaging two or more targets at the same time. As an example, the  45 
 squad leader of a squad delivering distributed fire on a target could shift the fire of one or  46 
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 two fire teams to engage a target of opportunity with concentrated fire. (See fig. 2-16.)  1 
 Whether a fire unit (squad or fire team) delivers concentrated or distributed fire is   2 
 determined by the target description element of the fire command. If the target description 3 
 indicates a point target (i.e., machine gun, sniper, etc.) the fire unit will fire concentrated  4 
 fire. If the target description indicates an area target (i.e., squad in open or dug in, or a  5 
 target which the squad leader has marked the flanks), the fire unit will fire distributed fire. 6 
 By assigning his fire teams fire missions using fire commands, the squad leader regulates  7 
 the volume, density, and coverage of his squad's fire. 8 
 9 
2603. Fire Delivery 10 
 11 
 a. Requirements of Position. In occupying a firing position, squads are located to 12 

achieve an advantage over an enemy unit and satisfy the following requirements: 13 
 14 
     · Be capable of delivering desired fire support. 15 
 16 
     · Possess good fields of fire to the front. 17 
 18 
     · Have adequate cover and concealment. 19 
 20 
     · Permit fire control by the fire unit leader. 21 
 22 
   b. In the Attack 23 
 24 
  (1) Base of Fire. A base of fire covers and protects the advance of maneuvering   25 

 units with its fire. Whenever possible, the fire unit that is to establish the base of   26 
 fire moves undetected into a firing position. A high volume of surprise fire from   27 
 an unexpected direction has a much greater psychological and physical effect than  28 

  fire delivered from a known position. The leader of the unit establishing the base   29 
 of fire makes every effort to select a position that allows flanking or oblique fire   30 
 to be delivered into the enemy position. When the base of fire unit is in position,   31 
 the following usually takes place: 32 

 33 
(a) A heavy volume of distributed fire is placed on the enemy position to gain        34 
fire superiority. 35 

 36 
      (b) When fire superiority has been gained and the enemy is fixed in position,                             37 

the rate of fire is reduced. However, fire superiority must be maintained. 38 
 39 
      (c) When the maneuver unit closes with the enemy, the rate of fire is increased         40 

to cause the enemy to button up tightly, and allow the maneuver unit to move         41 
out of the assault position and initiate its assault before the enemy has time to         42 
react. 43 

 44 
(d) When the assaulting maneuver unit reaches the final coordination line or on     45 
signal, the base of fire ceases, shifts its fire to another target area, or        leads 46 
the assault unit across the objective and then ceases or shifts. 47 
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 1 
  (2) Assault Fire. Successful advance by fire and movement may result in the         2 

assault of the enemy unit or position. Assault fire is that fire delivered by a unit         3 
during its attack on a hostile unit. 4 

 5 
      (a) Riflemen and Assistant Automatic Riflemen. Both fire well-directed        6 

shots from the prone or kneeling. They fire at known or suspected enemy        7 
locations on the portion of the objective that corresponds with their position in        8 
the assault formation.  9 

 10 
      (b) Automatic Riflemen. The automatic riflemen fire in three to five round 11 

bursts from the prone and kneeling. Then attempt to cover the entire squad        12 
objective. Priority of fire is given to known or suspected enemy automatic        13 
weapons.  14 

 15 
      (c) Fire Team Leader. The fire team leader's primary concern during the   16 
      assault is the control of his fire team. If he is required to fire his rifle, he fires 17 

well-directed rifle fire using tracers or the pointing technique. Once a hardened       18 
or area target presents itself, the fire team leader will fire the grenade    launcher 19 
until the target is suppressed or neutralized, or until he cannot place effective 20 
fire on the target without endangering friendly troops. During fire and     21 
movement the fire team leader should be leading his unit from a position where     22 
he can be seen by his men and where he can direct the fires of the automatic       23 
weapon. He uses any method he sees fit to control the movement and fires of 24 
his unit. The fighter-leader technique works well in fights where the noise 25 
prevents   voice commands. The fireteam leader may discover that he cannot 26 
employ the   M203 effectively in a heavy firefight. He may need to designate 27 
the rifleman to   use the M203 while he employs the M16A2 with tracer. 28 

 29 
 c. In the Defense. The fire team is the basic fire unit of the rifle platoon and when  30 
 practical, each individual's sector of fire covers the entire fire team sector of fire. The fire  31 
 team delivers fire from positions that it must hold at all costs. Members of the unit are  32 
 placed where they can obtain good fields of fire and take maximum advantage of cover  33 
 and concealment. (See app. H.) 34 
 35 
  (1) Riflemen, Assistant Automatic Riflemen, and Automatic Riflemen The   36 

 automatic rifles provide the bulk of the squad's firepower. They must be protected 37 
 and kept in operation. These Marines are assigned to mutually support other    fire 38 
teams. In addition, each automatic rifleman is assigned a principal direction of  fire 39 
that best fires in support of the squads mission. 40 

 41 
 (2) Fire Team Leader. The fire team leader's primary concern in the defense is   42 
 the control of his fire team. When required to fire his rifle, he will cover the entire 43 
 fire team sector with a high volume of fire while the enemy is beyond the range of 44 
 the M203. Unless restrictions are placed on firing the grenade launcher, he opens   45 
 fire on profitable targets as they come in range. When the final protective fires are 46 
 called for, he engages the largest mass of enemy infantry in the assigned sector. 47 
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 1 
2604. Reduced Visibility Firing 2 
 3 

 a. Rifle. Under conditions of reduced visibility, the rifle can be used to deliver preplanned 4 
fire by constructing a simple rest for the weapon. When the rifle is used for this purpose, 5 
all preparations are made during daylight. In addition to sighting the rifle and erecting the  6 
 rest and stakes, sights are set and fire adjusted on the target in advance. (See fig. 7 
2-17A.) 8 

 Elevation stakes are needed to ensure weapons do not fire too high. 9 
 10 
 b. Grenade Launcher. In periods of reduced visibility, the grenade launcher can also be  11 
 used effectively to deliver preplanned fires by constructing a stand. When planning these  12 
 fires, the squad leader should give priority to likely avenues of approach and probable  13 
 enemy assault positions. All preparations are made during daylight. The weapon is  14 
 emplaced and sights adjusted prior to darkness. (See fig 2-17B.) Again, elevation stakes  15 
 are required. Targets should be registered. 16 

 17 
Figure 2-17. Field Expedients for Delivery of Preplanned Fires. 18 

 19 
2605. Rate of Fire 20 
 21 
The Marine is trained to fire approximately 10 to 12 aimed shots per minute (average rate). 22 
Difficulties encountered in battle usually make a slower rate advisable. The fastest rate at which 23 
any rifleman or automatic rifleman should fire is determined by his ability to select targets, align 24 
the sights, and squeeze off accurate shots. 25 
 26 
The automatic rifle is particularly valuable against targets such as machine guns and automatic 27 
weapons. The rapid rate of fire for the automatic rifle is 100 rounds per minute. The sustained 28 
rate of fire is 85 rounds per minute. Determination of the rate of fire for the automatic rifle is 29 
governed by the nature of the target and available ammunition. When beginning a firefight, the 30 
first few rounds of automatic rifle fire should be delivered at the rapid rate in order to gain fire 31 
superiority and to fix the enemy. Thereafter, the rate should be slowed to the sustained rate, 32 
which is normally sufficient to maintain fire on ammunition available. 33 
 34 
2606. Fire Control and Fire Discipline 35 
 36 
In order for a unit's fire to be effective, the unit leader must exercise fire control. Fire control 37 
relates to the leader's ability to have his men open or cease fire at the instant he desires, to adjust 38 
fire onto a target, to shift all or part of the fire from one target to another, and to regulate the rate 39 
of fire. The leader must teach his men fire discipline so that he may exercise fire control. Fire  40 
discipline is achieved when the unit has been taught and pays strict attention to instructions 41 
regarding the use of the rifle, automatic rifle, and grenade launcher, and can collectively execute 42 
fire commands with precision. Using marksmanship fundamentals to deliver well-aimed fire 43 
provides better accuracy and saves more ammunition than wild firing into an area. Sometimes the 44 
need for well-aimed shots may be increased by the presence of noncombatants in close proximity 45 
to the target. (See MCRP 3-01A, Rifle Marksmanship) 46 
 47 
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The unit leader must supervise and control the fire of his men so that it is directed and 1 
maintained at suitable targets. Upon receipt of orders, commands, or signals from the platoon 2 
commander, a squad leader promptly orders his squad to perform the fire mission directed. He 3 
may be located at the rear of his squad during a firefight. He may give orders to the squad 4 
through the fire team leaders, but he does whatever is necessary to control the fire of his squad 5 
effectively. Squad and fire team leaders exercise fire control by means of voice commands hand 6 
and arm signals or by personal example. One technique used by the unit leader to achieve control 7 
and direction is called the fighter-leader. The unit leader leads and directs his units by 8 
positioning and moving himself so that subordinates can either see his signals, effects of his fires 9 
or his personal movement.  10 


